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American English File gets students talking thanks to its unique and proven formula combining confidence-building, opportunity,
and motivation. High-interest content is organized in lively, achievable lessons, using humor and imagination to encourage
students to communicate and enjoy learning English. Solid grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation foundation carefully supports
the work with the four skills and gradually builds students' confidence and performance in English. The Workbook helps students
to study more effectively, with clear links to the Student Book and the Students' Website. The Multi-ROM, available with the
Workbook, includes an interactive CD-ROM and an audio CD, with video extracts and activities, interactive grammar quizzes,
vocabulary banks, pronunciation charts, and listen and practice audio material.
English File Elementary Student's Book is suitable for CEFR level A1-A2English File, third edition, provides a balance of grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation and skills to give students the right mix of language and motivation to get them talking.With lively
lessons and engaging topics, classes are enjoyable and provide opportunity for students to practise and improve.Support for
teachers includes a Teacher's Book with over 100 photocopiables along with extra tips and ideas. The Classroom Presentation
Tool brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book and Workbook on-screen and interactive.
Four-skills American English course with a communicative methodology, engaging texts, and a strong pronunciation syllabus designed to get students speaking.With texts and topics that make learners want to speak, American English File is the course
that gets students talking.It gives you full skills coverage with a clear focus on pronunciation, plus wide-ranging support and
resources too.Resources include Test Generator CD-ROMs, DVDs, Multi-ROMs, and websites.The highly popular teacher's site
has extra lesson ideas and resources for you to download.
3 Student's Book units Practical English lessons with video Consolidation and review pages after each unit Communication section
and Listening scripts Grammar Bank, Vocabulary Bank, and Sound Bank 3 Workbook units Answer key
Four-skills American English course with a communicative methodology, engaging texts, and a strong pronunciation syllabus designed to get students speaking. With texts and topics that make learners want to speak, American English File is the course
that gets students talking. It gives you full skills coverage with a clear focus on pronunciation, plus wide-ranging support and
resources too. Resources include Test Generator CD-ROMs, DVDs, Multi-ROMs, and websites. The highlypopular teacher's site
has extra lesson ideas and resources for you to download.
??????????????????????? ???? ???????????????? ???????????????? ? ?????? ?????????1? MP3 Download
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fizHEliaNrkyfvuUnXGODfsMaoipbCci/view ?????????????????????????? ? ????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ?
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? CEFR ? A1-C1 ??? ACTFL ? Novice-Superior ??? ? ??
???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ? Introduction This six-volume series is a comprehensive
learning material that focuses on spoken language in the first three volumes and written language in the latter three volumes.
Volume One aims to strengthen daily conversation and applications; Volume Two contains short essays as supplementary
readings; Volume Three introduces beginning-level written language and discourse, in addition to extended dialogues. Volume
Four uses discourse to solidify the learner’s written language and ability in reading authentic materials; Volumes Five and Six are
arranged in topics such as society, technology, economics, politics, culture, and environment to help the learner expand their
language utilisations in different domains. Each volume includes a textbook, a student workbook, and a teacher’s manual. In
addition, Volume One and Two include a practice book for characters. ? Level of Students A Course in Contemporary Chinese
???????? is suitable for learners of Chinese in Taiwan, as well as for high school or college level Chinese language courses
overseas. Volumes One to Six cover levels A1 to C1 in the CEFR, or Novice to Superior levels in ACTFL Guidelines ? Overview
The series adopts communicative language teaching and task-based learning to boost the learner’s Chinese ability. Each lesson
has learning objectives and self-evaluation to give the learner a clear record of tasks completed. Lessons are authentic daily
situations to help the learner learn in natural contexts. Lexical items and syntactic structures are presented and explained in
functional, not structural, perspectives. Syntactic, i.e. grammatical, explanation includes functions, structures, pragmatics, and
drills to guide the learner to proper usage. Classroom activities have specific learning objectives, activities, or tasks to help fortify
learning while having fun. The “Bits of Chinese Culture” section of the lesson has authentic photographs to give the learner a
deeper look at local Taiwanese culture. Online access provides supplementary materials for teachers & students.
American English File 4: Student Book with Online PracticeOxford University Press, USA
The course that gets students talking - now available in American English.
?????????????????? ???????????? ??????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????
?????????????? ???? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 1A????????????????????????????????????...????????????????????????????
?????????????????????TOPIK???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????,?????????????????????:?????????,??????????!??,??????????????.......
American English File Second Edition retains the popular methodology developed by world-renowned authors Christina Latham-Koenig and
Clive Oxenden: language + motivation = opportunity. With grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation practice in every lesson, students are
equipped with a solid foundation for successful speaking. Plus - an array of digital resources provides even more choice and flexibility.
Students can learn in the classroom or on the move with Online Practice. language assessment. The first goal is to explore the difference
between fairness and justice in language assessment. The authors distinguish internal and external dimensions of the equitable and just
treatment of individuals taking language tests which are used as gatekeeping devices to determine access to education and employment,
immigrant status, citizenship, and other rights. The second goal is to show how the extent of test fairness can be demonstrated and improved
using the tools of psychometrics, in particular the models collectively known as Rasch measurement. “This book will have an enormous
impact on the field of language assessment. Using Rasch analysis models to explore and identify sources of unfairness, the authors make a
compelling case for fairness in the design and implementation of language assessment instruments and for justice in the interpretation and
use of test results. A real strength of the book is that it guides readers through analytical techniques in an accessible way.” Dan Douglas,
Professor Emeritus, Applied Linguistics Program, Iowa State University.
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Kid's Box is a six-level course for young learners. Bursting with bright ideas to inspire both teachers and students, Kid's Box American
English gives children a confident start to learning English. It also fully covers the syllabus for the Cambridge Young Learners English (YLE)
tests. The Student's Book presents and practises new language through amusing stories and fantastic songs and activities, making the
learning process a joy. Level 4 completes the Movers cycle (CEF level A1).
With a wide range of exciting new digital material, including all new documentaries, this new edition of American English File is still the
number one course to get your students talking.American English File Second Edition retains the popular methodology developed by worldrenowned authors Christina Latham-Koenig and Clive Oxenden: language + motivation = opportunity. With grammar, vocabulary, and
pronunciation practice in every lesson, students are equipped with a solid foundationfor successful speaking.Plus - an array of digital
resources provides even more choice and flexibility. Students can learn in the classroom or on the move with Online Practice.Find iChecker
Progress Checks on the Student's Site at a
href="https://elt.oup.com/student/americanenglishfile/?cc=caandselLanguage=en"www.oup.com/elt/americanenglishfile/a
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Actual language is Chinese Mandarin (Simplified)

Texts and activities use humor, intrigue, and a few surprises to spark conversation. A balance of skills, vocabulary,
pronunciation, and grammar gets students speaking with confidence. Icons in the Student Book and Workbook show
learners when to use the MultiROM and Website for better results.
?????????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ????????—??????
?????????????18?????37??????????????????????? ??????????????? ??????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ???? ??
??????????????? ???????????????????? ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
??????????????????????????????????~???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????????????? ????
???????108?109?????? ???? ?? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ???????????? ????
??? ???????1-1 ??? ?????????1-3 ???????1-3 ?????????1-3 ???????1-3 ??? ??????1-4 ???????1-4 ?????????1-4
???????1-6 ??? ???????1-12 ???????1-12 ???????1-18 ??? ?????1-24 ???????????1-24 ?????????1-24 ??? ?????1-25
??????????1-25 ???????1-25 ???????1-28 ????????????????1-31 ???????1-47 ???????1-53 ?????????1-53 ??????1-56
??? ????1-58 ????????????1-58 ?????1-58 ??? ????1-64 ??? ????1-78 ???1-82 ??? ???????1-82 ??? ?????1-85 ???
???????1-133 ??? ???????1-149 ??? ???????2-1 ??? ???2-3 ????????2-3 ??????????2-3 ??? ????????2-4 ?????????2-4
??????????2-4 ???????????????????2-5 ????????????????2-6 ?????????????2-10 ??? ?????2-12 ??????2-12
?????????????????2-14 ??????2-15 ??? ?????2-16 ???????2-16 ?????????2-21 ??? ?????2-43 ????????????2-43
?????????????2-79 ??????????????????2-109 ?????????????2-119 ? ??2-126 ??? ????????2-126 ??? ????????2-128
??? ???????2-129 ??? ??????2-131 ??? ?????2-135 ??? ????2-136 ??? ???????3-1 ??? ?????????3-3 ?????????3-3
???????????3-5 ???????????3-7 ???????????3-8 ??? ???????3-10 ???????3-10 ?????????3-21 ???????3-27
???????3-33 ???????3-34 ??????3-38 ?????????3-47 ?????????3-52 ??????????????3-58 ???????3-61 ??????????3-77
??????????3-91 ????????3-95 ????????3-98 ??? ??????3-106 ??????3-106 ??????3-113 ??????3-118 ?????3-133
??????3-138 ??????3-139 ??? ?????3-141 ?????? ???3-141 ?????? ????3-147 ????? ????3-151 ????????? ????3-158
??????? ???3-164 ?????? ????3-172 ???? ????3-180 ????? ???3-185 ?????? ????3-194 ?????? ????3-199 ???
?????3-205 ?????????3-205 ?????????3-208 ??????3-210 ??????3-212 ?????????3-213 ?????????3-217
????????3-221 ???????3-223 ???????3-224 ??? ???????????3-227 ? ? ?????3-237 ??????????????????
???????????????????? ISBN?9789864817139
Four-skills American English course with a communicative methodology, engaging texts, and a strong pronunciation
syllabus - designed to get students speaking. With texts and topics that make learners want to speak, American English
File is the course that gets students talking. It gives you full skills coverage with a clear focus on pronunciation, plus wideranging support and resources too. Resources include Test Generator CD-ROMs, DVDs, Multi-ROMs, and websites. The
highly popularteacher's site has extra lesson ideas and resources for you to download.
Forfatteren, der voksede op som medlem af den privilegerede elite i Maos Kina og senere blev forstødt under
kulturrevolutionen i 1960'erne, fortæller sin families historie gennem tre generationer og giver hermed et billede af Kinas
historie i 1900-tallet.
Engaging facts, amazing photography and captivating real-life video take young learners on a journey to explore the
world as they learn English. Are you ready to explore? What makes our bodies move? Why do whales jump out of water?
Guess What! is a six-level course that invites children to explore the world through engaging facts, amazing photography,
and captivating video. The highly photographic Student's Book Level 4 brings lessons to life with engaging characters,
topics that spark children's curiosity, and a wide variety of activities, including humorous contextual dialogs, songs,
chants, games, stories illustrating social values, functional dialogs, and role play. There are plenty of opportunities for
developing children's thinking skills and their knowledge of other subjects in the CLIL lessons.
"????????????????????????, ?????????, ??????. ????????·?????????????,??????????????..."--Back cover.
Great texts that motivate students to talk Four-skills syllabus with a clear focus on pronunciation Level-specific features to address learners'
different needs Test Generator CD-ROMs Online support, resources, and lesson ideas (Teacher Link)
American English in Mind is an integrated, four-skills course for beginner to advanced teenage learners of American English. American
English in Mind Level 3 Student's Book with DVD-ROM features 16 units. Thought-provoking reading, listening, speaking, and writing topics
motivate teenage students of American English. Content-rich photostories and dialogues present contemporary spoken American English in
realistic contexts. 'Culture in mind' sections give insight into different aspects of English-speaking life. 'Check your progress' sections help
students monitor their learning. The DVD-ROM features stimulating grammar exercises, games, video, unit tests, Workbook audio, and
selected Student's Book audio. The videos feature the photostory characters and include 'Videoke,' which allows students to record and hear
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their voices in portions of the video dialogues.
An update of the well-loved course for young learners - now fully in line with the revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The fun
course for seriously good results! This seven-level course delights children and inspires teachers with bright ideas for the English classroom.
Perfect for general use Kid's Box Second edition is now updated with new vocabulary and activities so that it fully covers the syllabus of the
revised Cambridge English: Young Learners tests. The Student's Book 4 presents and practices new language through amusing stories and
fantastic songs and activities to give children an enjoyable and confident start to learning English. Cambridge English: Movers-type tests
evaluate progress and familiarize children with the international tests format.
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